
Dust

Dust pervades atomic and molecular hydrogen clouds in the
Universe: we know this because of� extinction of distant sources seen through the galactic plane
— roughly an extinction of 1 mag per kpc in the optical.� polarisation of starlight� reflection nebulae� diffuse scattered light in the ISM� gas-phase depletion of metals relative to solar abundances� diffuse lines in optical and IR spectra attributed to dust ab-
sorption� hot dust in HII regions gives rise to mid-IR (10 � ) emission� far infrared and submm emission from gas clouds, often po-
larised



The Extinction Curve

� Extinction is due to scattering and absorbtion from the dust.� Main constraints on dust models come from the extinction as
a function of wavelength in the UV to IR wavelength range.� There is a very approximate scaling: extinction � ����� in
the visible and UV ranges.� There is an obvious feature at 220nm identified with a reso-
nant absorption by graphite (C-C bonds).� Many other solid-state resonances can also be seen at other
wavelengths.� Can estimate the total extinction at a particular wavelength,	 


, from the differential extinction between two wavelengths if
observing towards a star of known spectral type.



Grain Optics

� need to consider emission, scattering and absorption by non-
spherical grains of sizes comparable to an optical wavelength.� define the scattering, absorption and total extinction efficien-
cies for spherical grains of radius � through
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� The albedo of a grain is the ratio of scattering to total extinc-
tion, � �#"2�434� )#*0+ .� For single scattering the optical depth for extinction is then
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where ? @ is the number of grains per unit volume and C is the
path length. This then results in an extinction in magnitudes of
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Calculating Q – The Mie Theory] The Mie Theory predicts ^ _�`�a and ^ a#b$_ for spheres (and
other shapes) as a function of radius a, wavelength c and com-
plex permittivity d . These calculations involve solving Maxwell’s
equations for the fields subject to the boundary conditions at
the grain surface.] In general these have a complex form, but in the infrared
when the wavelength is typically bigger than the grain size, we
find

^ _.`�afe gc
^ a#b$_ e h gcjilk] ^ a1b2_(m ^ _�`�a e con and equals about p q r0sutwv at 100 x , i.e.

the albedo is very small at long c .y
in the far infrared we can often ignore scattering altogether.



Emission from Dust

z Dust is destroyed above { |0}(}~}�� so we don’t expect
much emission short of a few � .z HII regions: dust heated to about 200 K, so we see strong
mid-infrared (10 � ; 30 THz) emission.z In molecular clouds, dust heated to temperatures from 10 K
away from heating sources, up to maybe 60 K near embedded
stars. Emits strongly 50–300 � (6–1 THz).z For tracing cool dust, the submillimetre ( � 300 GHz) is of
great importance because the emission is optically thin.z Kirchoff’s Law � � �#� � � ����� . Thus the power radiated
by a grain per unit frequency is
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because the flux at the surface of a body of brightness � � is� � � .



Emitted spectrum� Consider a dust cloud at uniform temperature �����¡ 2¢ , absop-
tion optical depth, £ .� long wavelengths ¤ ignore scattering.¥,¦ § ¥\¨ª©(«w¬  ®1¯f° ©(«w¬²±u³ ¦�® � ���¡ 2¢ ±
where £ § ´ µ ¶.·  Q¸�¹�ºª»A¼¾½D¿ªÀ ´ Á!¦ ½D¿ .� For

¥�¨ § Â
, this is often known as a greybody spectrum:

it lies below the same temperature blackbody spectrum and
approaches it when the dust becomes optically thick.� Often write

µ ¶�·  ÄÃ Å�Æ� Typically find Ç in range 0 to 2. Theoretically Ç § È
for

metals and and crystalline dielectric substances; Ç § ¯
for

amorphous, layer-lattice materials.� In the far infared/submm, the dust emission is almost always
optically thin. Also assuming the Rayleigh-Jeans approxima-
tion, we obtain an emergent intensity

¥,¦ § £ ³ ¦É® � �Ê�� $¢ ± Ã Å Æ ¿ È~Ë Ì � �Ê�� 2¢Í º Ã Å Æ�ÎAº� Thus a greybody has a longwavelength spectral index in the
range
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for typical values of Ç .



Mass EstimatesÐÒÑQÓ is the mass absorption coefficient where Ô Ó Õ Ö×ÑQÓ for a
density Ö . It is the total cross section per unit mass of material
and has has units Ø ÙAÚÜÛÞÝ�ß .
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Ð Typical values are Ñ à Õ ã%äåãçæ Ø ÙªÚÜÛ Ýèß , á à Õ æ0ã~é GHz.Ð Equation for emergent intensity becomes
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Ð Can then estimate the mass fromø Õ ùú Ù Õ û Óê Óü Õ ù õýÖ
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Temperatureÿ Equate the incident and radiated fluxes to find temperature.
For a single grain at a distance � from a point source of specific
luminosity ��� :
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ÿ Most of the absorption term comes in the optical/UV. Wave-
length much smaller than grain size, so 
 ���� ���#� is indepen-
dent of � .ÿ Emission is mainly in the Far IR/submm. Since 
 �$� ���#� �

 ���������� % & �')(+* in the infrared, large grains emit more ef-
ficiently than small grains , small grains warmer than large
ones.ÿ For 
 �$� �-��� % � * then the dust temperature falls off as! % � . �0/+132+4 *	5 .



Models of Dust

6 different models needed for different environments. Dust
grains evolve through interactions with other grains, molecules
and photons.
6 fit the extinction curve using the Mie models varying the size
and shape distribution, and physical composition
6 also some constraints from interplanetary dust gathered by
spacecraft and from meteorites.
6 mass fraction in dust in the Galaxy is about 798:7<; .
6 typical grain size is =>7>7@?BA (“soot” sized, rather than dust!)
6 grains are usually negatively charged: this is due to the dif-
ferent collision cross sections for heavy positive ions and light
fast electrons.



Composition

Much of this information comes from IR spectroscopy where we
can see characteristic bond stretch frequencies and vibrational
emission. The grains have refractory cores of
C crystalline graphite: seen in 220 nm bump
C polycrystalline amorphous carbon, perhaps hydrogenated
(HAC), seen in 7.6 D absorption
C amorphous silicates of Mg, Fe, Si, O, seen in 9.7 and 20 D
absorption bands
C Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons - PAHs - (large molecules
or small grains?) fit many IR bands very well e.g. 3.3, 6.2, 7.7,
11.3 D
C Cold grains in molecular clouds can accrete ice mantles lead-
ing to depletion of gas phase molecules. e.g. water, CO E , am-
monia, methanol,



Grain Alignment and Polarisation

F Extinguished starlight is linearly polarised, and the degree of
polarisation is well correlated with the visual extinction.
F Millimetre wave dust emission is also polarised.

Mechanism

Consider prolate grains elongated about the G axis, with H�I J
HLK J MNHPO for M Q R . There are two effects to consider:
F In equilibrium, the rotational KE is equipartitioned: HSOUTWVO	XZY J
H I T�VI XZY J H K TWVK XZY , so that the angular momentum vector is
proportional to [\R>] M^] MB_ ; this points preferentially towards
the minor axes.
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` In a magnetic field a grain prefers to spin with its spin axis
parallel to B: in this orientation, the magnetisation M is constant
in the grain. For orthogonal spin and magnetic field axes, M
fluctuates and thus dissipates rotational KE.
` We conclude that grains align themselves perpendicular to
the magnetic field. (NB this simplified theory may not be the
whole story: still a matter for debate.)
` If true however, we expect grain to absorb and emit the elec-
tric field preferentially along their long axes.
` Polarisation by extinction gives polarisation parallel to B
` Polarised dust emission should have a plane of polarisation
perpendicular to B.

Polarisation by Scattering

Even spherical grains produce optical/IR polarisation by scat-
tering. In reflection nebulae, a circularly symmetric pattern can
be seen. This can be used to locate the illuminating star.



Summary

a Dust absorbs in the UV to IR with extinction b c�dZe .

a Dust emits with a greybody spectrum between 300 GHz
– 30 THz.

a An ellipsoidal dust grain will align perpendicular to mag-
netic field. Therefore:

– emission has plane of polarisation perpendicular
to B.

– extinction has plane of polarisation parallel to B.

a Scattering also important (and produces polarisation) at
short wavelengths; is negligable in the far infrared.



Dust

f Emission as result of thermal excitation.
f Emitters in thermal equilibrium
f Polarisedf e.g. — star forming regions

— optical extinction and polarisation through the galaxy
— diffuse scattered light from the Inter-Stellar Medium


